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the﻿quality﻿of﻿ the﻿data﻿before﻿and﻿after﻿ the﻿ integration.﻿Finally,﻿ there﻿are﻿problems﻿related﻿ to﻿ the﻿
architecture:﻿What﻿type﻿of﻿NoSQL﻿database﻿will﻿be﻿used?﻿What﻿type﻿of﻿local﻿cluster﻿will﻿be﻿used,﻿or﻿
will﻿the﻿cloud﻿be﻿used﻿instead?
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All﻿ companies﻿ are﻿ interested﻿ in﻿ controlling﻿ their﻿ reputation,﻿ but﻿ this﻿ is﻿ becoming﻿ extremely﻿














Figure 1. The Big Data utilizations in the organizations (Halper, 2016)
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as﻿currently﻿ required﻿by﻿ the﻿ firms’﻿boards﻿ (Casado﻿&﻿Pelaez,﻿2014).﻿They﻿do﻿not﻿ include﻿cross-
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Relationship Between Intangible and Tangible Resources in a Company
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Figure 2. Relationship between intangible and tangible resources (author’s elaboration)
Figure 3. Reputation intelligent management model (Adapted from the INTED, 2016)
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OLAP﻿ allows﻿ the﻿ creation﻿ of﻿ cubes﻿ to﻿ analyze﻿ information﻿ from﻿ different﻿ perspectives﻿
(dimensions).﻿The﻿cubes﻿allow﻿the﻿analysis﻿of﻿facts﻿available﻿in﻿the﻿table﻿of﻿facts﻿in﻿the﻿different﻿
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ReSULTS OF THe APPLICATION OF THe RePUTATION INTeLLIGeNCe 
MANAGeMeNT MOdeL APPLIed TO THe BANKING SeCTOR
The﻿proposed﻿model﻿was﻿applied﻿ to﻿ the﻿most﻿ relevant﻿companies﻿ in﻿ the﻿Spanish﻿banking﻿sector,﻿
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Figure 4. Relationship between the Experience of Direction, Emotion and Attitude (Author’s elaboration) Legend: AT - Attitude, 
ED - Experience associated to the Direction of the company, EM - Emotion.
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Figure 5. Relationships between Experiences, Emotion and Attitude (Bank #2) (Author’s elaboration) Legend: AT - Attitude, ED - 
Experience associated to the Direction of the organization, EM - Emotion.
Figure 6. Relationships between Experiences, Emotion and Attitude (Bank #5) (Author’s elaboration) Legend: AT - Attitude, ED - 
Experience associated to the Direction of the organization, EM – Emotion.
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Table﻿5﻿distinguishes﻿five﻿different﻿reputational﻿clusters.﻿ In﻿ this﻿k-means﻿k﻿=﻿5,﻿once﻿all﻿ the﻿
work﻿considered﻿the﻿variables﻿associated﻿with﻿experiences,﻿emotion,﻿and﻿attitude﻿classified﻿in﻿five﻿
Table 1. Transversal Influence from Experiences on Emotion (Author’s elaboration)
Experience variable: Value Favours an Emotion of Impact (%)
Social﻿responsibility Indifference Indifference 100%
Profitability Acceptation Acceptation 100%
Profitability Admiration Admiration 100%
Direction Rejection Rejection 100%
Product Hate Hate 100%
Direction Hate Hate 89%
Profitability Hate Hate 82%
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As﻿ can﻿ be﻿ observed﻿ in﻿ Table﻿ 6,﻿ every﻿ cluster﻿ was﻿ distinguished﻿ by﻿ the﻿ value﻿ of﻿ direction﻿




experiences.﻿Therefore,﻿ the﻿main﻿variables﻿ to﻿define﻿ the﻿ five﻿clusters﻿of﻿ the﻿banking﻿sector﻿were﻿
direction﻿experience﻿and﻿the﻿emotion﻿of﻿“hate.”
dISCUSSION ANd LeARNed LeSSON
Companies﻿are﻿incorporating﻿tools﻿that﻿allow﻿knowledge﻿of﻿the﻿intangible﻿relational﻿capital﻿assets﻿
(experiences,﻿ emotions,﻿ and﻿ attitudes﻿ of﻿ behavior﻿ that﻿ users﻿ form﻿ toward﻿ brands﻿ though﻿ digital﻿
ecosystems).





















Table 2. Transversal Influence from Emotion on Attitude (Author’s elaboration)
Variable: Value Favours an Attitude of Impact (%)
Emotion Hate Hate 100%
Table 3. Transversal Influence from Attitude on Emotion (Author’s elaboration)
Variable: Value Favours an Emotion of Impact (%)
Attitude Hold/Buy Acceptation 100%
Attitude Neutral Hate 100%
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Table 4. Transversal Influence from Emotion into Experiences by categories (Author’s elaboration)
Variable: Value




Emotion Hate Hate 84%
Emotion Acceptation Acceptation 100%
Emotion Admiration Admiration 100%
Variable: Value Favours an ethics experience of Impact (%)
Emotion Acceptation Acceptation 100%
Emotion Hate Rejection 100%
Emotion Hate Hate 100%
Variable: Value Favours a Profitability experience of Impact (%)
Emotion Indifference Indifference 100%
Emotion Acceptation Acceptation 100%
Emotion Admiration Admiration 100%
Emotion Hate Hate 100%
Variable: Value Favours a Product experience of Impact (%)
Emotion Rejection Rejection 91%
Emotion Admiration Acceptation 87%
Emotion Acceptation Admiration 100%
Emotion Hate Hate 100%
Variable: Value




Emotion Hate Rejection 100%
Emotion Indifference Indifference 100%
Emotion Acceptation Acceptation 100%
Emotion Acceptation Admiration 100%
Emotion Rejection Hate 100%
Variable: Value Favours a Direction experience of Impact (%)
Emotion Rejection Rejection 100%
Emotion Indifference Indifference 90%
Emotion Indifference Acceptation 96%
Emotion Acceptation Admiration 100%
Emotion Hate Hate 100%
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Table 5. Reputational Clusters of banking sector (Author’s elaboration)






Table 6. Cluster profile of the banking sector (Author’s elaboration)
Cluster #1: Variable Value Relevance
Direction﻿Experience﻿of﻿Admiration Direction﻿experience Admiration 100%
Profitability﻿experience Admiration 40%
Laboral﻿experience Acceptance 32%
Cluster #2: Variable Value Relevance
Direction﻿Experience﻿of﻿Acceptance Direction﻿experience Acceptance 100%
Laboral﻿experience Indifference 61%
Profitability Indifference 51%
Cluster #3: Variable Value Relevance
Direction﻿Experience﻿of﻿Indifference Direction﻿experience Indifference 100%
Profitability﻿experience Rejection 56%
Laboral﻿experience Rejection 45%
Cluster #4: Variable Value Relevance
Direction﻿Experience﻿of﻿Rejection Direction﻿experience Rejection 100%
Product﻿experience Rejection 80%
Laboral﻿experience Hate 65%
Cluster #5: Variable Value Relevance
Emotion﻿of﻿Hate Emotion Hate 100%
Product﻿experience Hate 92%
Direction﻿experience Hate 81%
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